
LOOKING BACK, LOOKING FORWARD 
 

 

 

 

- “Icarus’s Parachute”; Second Order Literacy 

- Logistics: Engagement, Blogging, Projects 

 

 

 

 

Post-WW II technological imagination - 

the Memex, the mouse, and cybernetics - 



EXPERIMENTS 
 

 

TETRAD PROJECT 
1. Tetrad Image 

2. Four-Fold Commentary 

 

TECHNOLOGY SELF-EXPERIMENT 
1. Prospectus 

2. Journal 

3. Microsoft SWAY 

4. Informal Sharing (Week15) 



KELLY: THE TECHNIUM 
 

 

FROM TECHNOLOGY TO EXOTROPY 
1. “My Question” 

Understanding “technology,” the “technium” 

 

2. “Inventing Ourselves” 

Coevolution of humans and technium 

 

3. “History of the Seventh Kingdom” 

Evolution of the technium 

 

4. “Rise of Exotropy” 

Cosmic / philosophical significance of technium 



KELLY: THE TECHNIUM 
 

 

LISTENING TO TECHNOLOGY 
“The technium is now as great a force in our world as 

nature, and our response to the technium should be similar 

to our response to nature. We can’t demand that 

technology obey us any more than we can demand that 

life obey us. Sometimes we should surrender to its lead and 

bask in abundance, and sometimes we should try to bend 

its natural course to meet our own. We don’t have to do 

everything that the technium demands, but we can learn 

to work with this force rather than against it.” (17) 

 

When have you basked, and when have you bended? 

Can you think of examples from your own life? 



KELLY: THE TECHNIUM 
 

 

LANGUAGE: THE EPICH TECH 
“Language is a trick that allows  

the mind to question itself; a  

magic mirror that reveals to the  

mind what the mind thinks;  
a handle that turns a mind  

into a tool” 

 

 
Language:  

Faster than a speeding gene! 



STIEGLER: TECHNICS & TIME 
 

 

“MAN IS NOTHING OTHER THAN TECHNICAL LIFE” 
1. Temporality of technical vs. cultural evolution 

2. The great pivot: 19thC industrialism  

(reversal of Platonic heritage on being vs. becoming) 

3. “Permanent revolution”; change is the norm 

4. Nation states >>> “Techno-scientific war” 

5. Globalization is the globalization of technics 
 

KEY IDEA: TECHNOLOGY IS A FORM OF MEMORY 
1. Genetic (somatic, evolutionary memory) 

2. Epigenetic (germinal, cultural memory) 

3. Epiphylogenetic (tertiary, technological memory) 



NYE: “SOFT DETERMINISM” 
 

 

TECHNOLOGICAL MOMENTUM 
“The concept of technological  

momentum provides a way to  

understand how large systems  

exercise a soft determinism once  

they are in place.” 

 

-modernity: enmeshed in a  

“web of technology choices” 

 

-cf. “Network Effect” 



NEXT TIME: POST-WAR TECH. IMAGINATION 
 

 

HISTORICAL CONDITIONS FOR TECHNO-REVOLUTION 
 

1. Vannevar Bush – Post-War tech and society 

2. Norbert Wiener – Cybernetics, new human-tech relation 


